Written submission

School: ____________________ place_________________
Teacher ___________________ gender____ subject_____________
Student 1 __________________ gender___ grade______ age____________
Student 2 __________________ gender___ grade______ age____________

Please write a short description about the project, what issues the project is addressing, how will it help the students, your school or communities? How is the project related to Sustainable Development Goals.

1. What is the name of your project?

2. What is the purpose of your project? Describe who the potential beneficiaries will be.

3. What is the Sustainable Development Goal of your challenge?

4. What is the expected impact of your project?

5. Describe what your project will do, include details about approach.

6. Is there a similar solution? If yes, please list them and explain how your idea differs from existing ones.

7. How user friendly is the technology? Is the product functional? How quickly can it be put to use?